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Abstract.

A modellingstudy is presentedwhich inves- The

CTIP

Model

tigatesin-situgenerated
changes
of the thermosphere
and

The Coupled Thermosphere-IonospherePlasmasphere
ionosphere
duringa solareclipse.Neutraltemperatures
are Model (CTIP) [Fuller-Rowell
et al., 1996;Millward et al.,
expected
to dropby up to 40ø K at 240km heightin the 1996, and referencestherein] solvesself-consistently
the

totalityfootprint,with neutralwindsof up to 26 m/s re- time-dependent,3-D coupledequationsof momentum,ensponding
to thechange
ofpressure.
Bothtemperatures
and ergyand continuityfor neutralparticlesand ions.Thermo-

windsare foundto respondwith a time lag of 30 min after
sphericcalculations
arecarriedout on a sphericalco-rotating
the passingof the Moon'sshadow.A gravitywaveis gen- pressure
coordinate
gridwith spacings
of 2ø in latitude,18ø
erated in the neutral atmosphereand propagatesinto the
in longitudeand onescaleheightvertically,between80 km

opposite
hemisphere
at around300m/s. The combined
ef- and around 450 km altitude, at time steps of 60 seconds.
fectsof thermalcoolingand downwelling
leadto an overall The ionosphereusesa sphericalheight coordinate system

increase
in [O],while[N2]initiallyrisesandthenfor sev- with the same horizontal resolution, but height levels rangeral hoursafter the eclipseis belowthe "steadystate"level.

ing from 100 to around10000km.

An enhancement
of [NmF2]is foundandexplained
by the
To considerthe moon's shadow, the solar heating funcatmosphere's
contraction
during,andthereduced
[O]/[N2] tion was set to zero in a footprint moving at the appropriate
ratio after the eclipse.
velocity(on average1.5 km/s) alongthe path of totality.
The largeregionof half-shadow
wasalsoconsidered,
assuminganincrease
ofsolarluminosity
by 3 % of thenon-eclipsed
The followingstudy investigates
the effectsof a so- valueper 100km distancefromthe totality footprint.The

Introduction

lar eclipseon the upperatmosphere,
usingthe Coupled simulation was carried out for August 11, 1999, assuming
ThermosphereIonosphere-Plasmasphere
Model(CTIP).We a solarF10.7 flux index of 190 and magneticactivity index
investigate
the forthcoming
solareclipse
of August11,1999, of Kp=2+. In order to identifythe effectsof the eclipse,
witha pathoftotalitystarting
at 9:32Universal
Time(UT) a further simulation was run for identical conditions, but
near41.0ø N/65.1ø W, southof NovaScotia.The moon's excludingthe eclipseshadow.
shadowwill move acrossthe south- western corner of the
U.K. mainland at 10:10 UT and continue acrosscentral

Results

and Discussion

France(10:20UT), southern
Germany
(10:30UT), Austria
between
(10:40
UT),Hungary
(10:50
UT),Romania
(11:00
UT),cen- Resukspresentedin the followingare differences
the
eclipse
and
non-eclipse
simulation,
with
positive
(negatral Turkey(11:20UT) anddisappear
neartheBayof Ben-

tive)values
denoting
anincrease
(decrease)
oftheparameter
gal (20.6ø N, 77.5ø E) at 12:34UT.
Previousstudiesof effectsin the upperatmosphere
caused in the eclipsesimulation.

by solareclipses
include
thoseby Singhet al., [1989]and
Chenget al., [1992].FrittsandLuo[1993]investigated
the Thermospheric changes
Figurei shows
changes
ofneutraltemperature
(solidline)
generation
of gravitywaves
in themiddleatmosphere
duringsolareclipses.
Thesestudies
discuss
observations
exclu- and horizontalwinds (dashed: northward;dotted: eastsivelyon the assumption
that a solareclipse
reduces
ozone ward)at 240kmaltitudeforlatitudes
30ø N, 50ø N and70ø
heatingin the middleatmosphere.
It is thusof interestto N, corresponding
to locationssouthof, at and northof the
investigate
howfara reduction
of in-situthermospheric
and totality footprintat that particularUT (11:30): the peak
ionospheric
solarabsorption
mightcontribute
to eclipse
ef- temperature
decrease
is of around30ø K, 45ø K and20ø K,
fectsin the upperatmosphere.
Robleet al., [1986]carried respectively,
at theselatitudes,corresponding
to around2.5
outanequivalent
simulation
withtheNCARThermosphere%, 3.8 % and 1.7 % of the averagebackgroundtemperature
GeneralCirculationModel(TGCM), but did not includea (1200ø K). The reductionin temperature
causes
a decrease
fully coupledionosphere.
of pressure
overthe totalityfootprintto whichthe neutral
windsrespond.At 30ø N, the eclipsegeneratesnorthward
windsreaching25 m/s, whileat 70øNthey are southward,
reaching15 m/s. Zonalwindchanges
are below10 m/s at
30ø N andreach20 m/s at 70ø N. Considering
that typical
wind speedsfoundby the CTIP for theselatitudesare up to
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However,the centreof the moon'sshadowcrossesthis longiTn ondwindchonges UT=11-30
240 km
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tude at around 10:20 UT, so it is evident that there is a time
lag of around 30 minutes betweenthe totality and the peak
temperature decrease; winds respond with the same time
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other equatorward into the southern hemisphere. The wave

velocityis of around 300 m/s and agreeswell with values
measuredby $ingh et al., [1989]. Althoughmagnitudesof
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most temperature changesare not measureablewith any of
today's instruments it must be emphasizedthat the values
presentedhere are a result of reduced in-situ absorption in
the upper atmosphere only. This issueis discussedfurther
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Ionospheric and Neutral Composition changes
50ø N and longitude0ø are shownin Figure 3. The graphs
are the changesof the F2 peak electrondensity ([NmF2],
solidline) and of N2 and O densities(dashedand dotted
lines, respectively)on the pressurelevel closestto the F2
peak height. The beginning("first contact" at 9:50 UT)
and end ("fourth contact" at 11:16 UT) of the eclipseare

Longitude
60

4.

Changesoccurring near the F2 peak altitudes at latitude

-10•
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lag. A further interestingfeature of Figure 2 is the global
propagation of the temperature disturbance. One seesthat
the changeof temperatureis strongestat 50ø N, wherethe
path of totality crosses
the longitude0ø meridian. In addition, two wavefronts are formed, one propagating over the
north pole to the oppositelongitude(not shown)and the

-30

180

Longitude

Figure 1. The changesof neutral temperatureand winds
at 11:30 UT for 240 km altitude and 3 different latitudes,

as predicted by the CTIP for the August 11, 1999 solar
eclipse. Solid lines denote temperature, dashed and dotted lines northward- and eastward wind components, respectively.

around 100 m/s, these eclipsed-induced
changesin neutral

marked by vertical bars. The following will discussthe neutral composition changesand outline how these may affect
the electron densities. Although Figure 3 showsone particular location only, the behaviour was found to be similar for
others along the path of totality.
One seesfrom Figure 3 that N2 densitiesincreaseduring

the first half of the eclipseby up to around3 ß10x3m
-3, or
around 5 %, then fall again and becomesmaller than the
"steady state" values for around 10 hours after the eclipse,

by up to 2. 1013m
-3, or 3 %. The behaviourof the O
densitiesis different in that they stay larger than the "steady
state" valuesthroughout the eclipseand for around 14 hours

afterwards.Their largestincreaseoccursat around11:30
UT, reaching
around7- 1013m
-3 , or 5 % of the background
value.

As a result of the falling temperature, one would expect
densitieson a level of fixed pressureto rise. It was shown

earlier (see Figure 2) that the peak temperature decrease
occurs around 30 minutes after totality, or 10:50 UT. Although it was there shown for a fixed altitude, the temperature behaviour on a fixed pressure level was found to be
very similar. If cooling were the only process influencing

winds are important. When producing a global snapshot densities,
the curvesof [O] and [N•] in Figure3 shouldfall
of wind changes(not shown)oneseesan anticlockwise
flow after 10:50 UT, due to the temperature rise after totality.
around the low pressureregion. Ion drag plays a minor role However, the N• density already begins to fall before that,
sincethe footprint of totality is far from the magnetic pole at 10:30and [O] beginsto fall only at 11:30UT. Socooling
and auroral oval, and the flow is thus to a reasonableapprox- alone cannot account for the observed behaviour.
Another important processis the downwelling,or downimation geostrophic. The patterns of neutral temperature
and wind changesagree well with those found by Roble et ward transport of gases.Downwelling is a result of the conal., [1986]for the May 30, 1984eclipse.Any discrepanciesverginghorizontal winds which surroundthe eclipsedregion
can be explained through the differencesin the paths, with and cause a downward flux relative to pressurelevels in orthe 1984 eclipseoccurringat lower latitudes, giving a weaker der to conserve
massIRishbethet al., 1969]. Coolingitself,
Coriolis force acting on the neutral winds.
without the downwelling,would causeno real composition
Figure 2 showsthe changeof temperature at longitude changeon a fixed pressurelevel, so the relative concentra0 ø as a function of UT and latitude. The plot shows that
tionsof gascomponents
wouldremainunchangedIRishbeth
the peak temperature decreaseoccurs at around 10:50 UT.
and Miiller-Wodarg,1999]. The downwelling,however,does
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value, correspondingto a change in the F2 layer critical
frequency, foF2, by around 0.2 MHz. These changes are
very small and hardly measurable, but neverthelessit is of

interestto discusswhat causesthem. Someof this [NmF2]
behaviour is due to the atmosphere's contraction and some
can be explained from the neutral composition changes. It
is well known that daytime F2 region electron densities are
sensitiveto neutral composition: production depends on the
O concentration, while the loss rate depends on mainly the

N2 concentration.As a rule of thumb, daytime [NmF2]
increases
with the [O]/[N2] ratio. During the eclipse,no
photoionizationof O occurs,so the O density is irrelevant.
It was found earlier that N2 densities increase during the

eclipse,which shouldlead to a decreaseof [NmF2]. As
-30

with the neutral densities, though, the atmosphere's com-

pression(dueto cooling)alsocausesan increasein electron
densities on a fixed plasma pressure level. So, the two pro-
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Figure 2. Temperaturechangesduringthe August11,
1999solareclipseat longitude0ø for 240 km altitude.

pete against each other.
The fastest reaction leading to recombination of ions and
electrons is via N2 and NO+, and reaction rate calculation

revealthat an increasein IN2]by 5 % wouldover30 minutes
leadto a reductionof [NmF2]by around1%. So,the "chemical reduction"

is too weak to cause an overall

decrease of

IN2] in Figure3.
Initially, after the temperature minimum at 10:50 UT,

changethe compositionsinceair from higherpressurelev-

[NmF2]doesfall againasa resultof the thermalexpansion.

About an hour later, though, photoionization under the enels with different relative gas concentrationsis transported
an overallincreasein [NmF2]
downwards. One seesin Figure 3 that densitiesof O and hanced[O]/[N2]ratio causes
to its secondmaximum, at around 13:30. The slow decrease
N2 increaseduring the first half of the eclipse,between9:50

of [O]/[N2] (due to moleculardiffusion)during the afternoonhoursthen causesthe observedreductionof [NmF2].
In summary,the initial increaseof [NmF2] is a result of
changeof the [O]/[N2]ratio (not shown)onewill however
compression,
while the behaviourafter the
see that the relative concentration of O increases,which is the atmosphere's
UT and around 10:20 UT. As shown above, these density in-

creasesare consistentwith the cooling. When plotting the

eclipseis linked to the neutral composition.

what onewouldexpectfromthe downwelling,
carrying[O]Similar to the earlier findings about temperature perturrich gasesfrom higherto lowerpressurelevels.This shows
bations, the electron density changespropagate as a wave
that both processes,
coolingand downwelling,play a role
awayfrom the path of totality (not shownhere). However,
here. The downwellingwill upsetdiffusivebalance,somolecular diffusion will act to restore the equilibrium. Molecular
diffusion is thus the third processdetermining neutral gas
densities in Figure 3.

When discussing
the IN2] behaviour,it is importantto
notethat coolingand downwelling
havecompetingeffectson
its concentration:
while coolingleadsto an increaseof [N2],

downwelling
decreases
it. As a resultof the cooling,IN2]
rises between 9:50 and 10:20 UT. After that, downwelling

disturbancespropagateinto the equatorial regionsonly and

CTIP

F2 layer changes

50N/0E

Ix1014
_._.....•4.0x1010

hasbecomestrongenoughto dominateeffectsof the cooling
and the N2 concentrationbeginsto drop. As temperature
increasesagain, after 10:50 UT, the atmosphereexpands
and further reduces the densities. As a result of both the

downwellingand expansion,IN2] dropsbelow the steady
state level after 11:20 UT. Molecular diffusion of N2 into

? •"\\
0

the previouslyeclipsedregioneventuallyleadsto an overall
riseof IN2] after 14:30.

0

IN2] "_ ...- .......

The combinedeffectsof downwellingand coolinglead to a

sharpriseof [O] after 9:50UT. After the temperatureminimum at 10:50UT, the O densityin Figure3 still increases
for
sometime (due to the downwelling),
but at a reducedrate
(dueto the heating),maximizingat 11:30and thenfalling.
The continuous
decrease
of [O] after 11:30is a resultof the
atmosphere'sexpansionand moleculardiffusion.
In Figure 3, [NmF2] (solid line) increases
duringthe
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Figure 3. Changesof parametersat and near the F2 peak
height during the August 11, 1999 solar eclipseat latitude

50ø N and longitude0ø. The panelshows[NmF2] (solid)as
well asO (dotted) and N2 densities(dashed)at the pressure

to theF2 peak.All densities
aregivenin [m-3 ].
eclipse
by up to 4. 10•øm
-s, or 8 % of the backgroundlevelclosest
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not acrossthe north pole. The high-latitude electric field
and auroral oval destroy any eclipse-drivenionosphericdisturbances.

ing the viability of observations
in the upper atmosphere
duringthe event. The predictionsand modellingare the
mostself-consistent
yet madeand any differences
to the observations
will providevaluableinformation,particularlyon

Conclusions and possible limitations

couplingto loweratmosphericlayers.

The above findingsprovide a morphologicalinsight into
processesoccurring in the thermosphereand ionosphereas
a result of a temporary reduction in the flux of heating and
ionizing radiation. It is of interest to discusswhere possible
limitations of the simulations may lie in relation to solar
eclipses.
As mentioned previously, the presentedsimulationsdo
not considerany eclipse contribution from the middle atmosphere, where ozone absorption is strong, so effects associated with that will not be seenhere. This has advantagesin
that one can clearly separate the contributions from below
and in-situ. Overall, the only measurable changesfound
were in the neutral winds and composition. So, if measurementsfind a stronger responsein the upper atmosphere
during this or any other mid-latitude eclipseone may, following the results presentedhere, assumethat these originate
from outside the thermosphere-ionospheresystem. Studies
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